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                         Tuesday, 3rd February 2015. 
 
Attorney General 
The Rt Hon Jeremy Wright QC MP 
20 Victoria Street  
London 
SW1H 0NF  
My Ref: PB00715. 
 

 
My Correspondence. 

 
Dear Attorney General, 
 
I am in receipt of a dateless letter from your Mr.McGinty who appears to be one of 
Ms Collins Rice subordinates, though why I should have receive a letter from him 
rather than her, or as is usual in the circumstances of a complaint at her rank, the 
Permanent Secretary, I cannot imagine. 
 
I am afraid Mr.McGinty has rather missed the point in fact he has missed quite a few 
points in his sonorously pompous lecture to me. 
 
All of this ,by now, open correspondence, which no doubt is chortled over by Ms. 
Collins Rice subordinates in their ‘office’, from which one hopes they might learn a 
lesson,  simply serves to damage her and her departmental management credibility 
still further. 
 
It seems, for a second occasion, she is incapable of engaging in simple courtesy and 
civility in failing to acknowledge my correspondence to her. No more and no less. 
 
The simple point is I supplied information to you in strict confidence and courtesy in 
those matters which might affect your duties in the future in respect of your 
prosecutorial role in contempt of court proceedings which may arise. 
 
I did not draw comment neither did I elicit a response. I was flagging up a sensitive 
issue to you. 
 
Your Mr.McGinty seems to have considerable free time on his hands sufficient it 
seems to chastise those taxpayers he takes affront at with much of his ill-judged  
inaccurate comments which are simply wrong in fact and law.  
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Has he taken over your Ministerial role in this respect? 

Search as I may in his carefully constructed letter of avoidance unfortunately I 
cannot find any reference to the salient points I have made previously and now 
reiterate: 

• Your Ms Collins Rice breached her duty of strict confidentiality to you ; to the 
Lord Chief Justice; in this matter to a senior member of his judiciary under 
scrutiny; and to me;

• She has failed to act responsibly by releasing this ‘sensitive correspondence’
as open correspondence to those below her in rank and thus setting a
startlingly poor example in her breaches of the Civil Service Code of Conduct;

• She has failed the normal civility and courtesy expected in a senior member of
the Civil Service which is to acknowledge the safe receipt of such
correspondence.

Ms Collins Rice has rejected the opportunity I presented her with to correct her 
errors indeed she now misuses her subordinate staff to continue to defend the 
indefensible; another unwise managerial decision. 

That being so, perhaps you would be kind enough to direct me to your departmental 
Complaint procedures and failing that how I might proceed in preferring a Complaint 
of gross misconduct against her under the CSCC. 

Your Sincerely, 

Divisional Fire Officer (Rtd) 

      Order              LSGCM        Oklahoma Medal of Honor 
Excellent Fire-fighter       Exemplary Fire Service        Honorary Citizenship 

 Soviet Union      United Kingdom      Oklahoma USA 


